Get Out of Line…..
Highlights of Summer in Sin City 2012!
●Our amazing day bed & yummy drinks at Marquee Dayclub.
●Picture perfect party beside the 90 foot waterfall in Tryst.
●All day partying at Wet Republic & continuing non-stop dancing at PURE.
●Turning many heads with our glow sticks at Moon then Voodoo.
●

●Loving the 3 in 1 club concept at Marquee & the great service from all the charming hosts!
●Retro girls at Tao Beach & the sheer pandemonium of REHAB.
●Bottle service beside the pool & dance floor at the always stunning XS.
●Scrumptious food at TAO & LAVO – especially the Sea Bass & Lobster Bisque!

POOL PARTIES
The pool parties in Vegas have become the hottest spots during the day. Each
pool party has its own distinct vibe & speciality. Depending on the day & your
mood, you can’t go wrong with any of these daytime party machines.

WET REPUBLIC

The best way to truly enjoy a pool party is to get a cabana or daybed. It gives
your group a place to gather, eat, drink and party. With the sweltering desert sun,
it is also great to have shade every once in a while.
Most venues have a food & drink minimum- which
is easily reachable when you are there all day. Also, if you get a daybed or cabana you
don’t wait in lines, outside the venue or at the busy bars.
We love having a waitress bring drinks & food right to our
cabana & an attendant who is constantly cleaning our area/
getting us new towels at our every whim.
REHAB

REHAB

Depending on the day, size of group & type of area you want
costs can range from $250 to $10000.
The Pool Party experience is worth every penny!

MARQUEE
Other Pool Parties:

●Tao Beach

●Encore Beach Club

●PALMS (Ditch Fridays)

NIGHTLIFE, CLUBS & ULTRA-LOUNGES
The clubs in Las Vegas are unlike anything, anywhere in the world. Even if you don’t regularly go to nightclubs, you
MUST visit at least one in Las Vegas. They are million dollar attractions that are sure to WOW you!
●TAO
●HAZE

●TRYST
●HYDE

●XS

●PURE
●CHATEAU
●LAVO

xs

●MARQUEE
●GHOSTBAR
●GALLERY

●VANITY
●SURRENDER
●LAX

●BANK
●VOODOO
●MIX

With so many choices, it is hard to decide! We know where to go, which club has
which vibe & what night is best. Ask us which club will suit your tastes & mood.
The biggest thing people are not prepared for in Las Vegas is the LINE-UPS.
The last thing anyone wants to do when they are ready to party is to
wait in line.

In addition to the Line-ups, it catches a lot of a people
off guard that you don’t sit in Las Vegas clubs, unless you have VIP Bottle Service. All
seats are monitored & even the prettiest smiles won’t win you a seat for your sore feet.
In my opinion, bottle service is really the only way to best experience Vegas.
Why? The convenience. Bottle service ensures you don’t have to wait in lines or pay cover.
Most importantly you get an exclusive place to sit, your own private waitress & all your drink
mixes. Bottle service usually starts at $500 per bottle. The number of bottles will be dictated
by where you want to sit and how many people are in your group. For groups of 3 or more,
it truly is the best way to experience Vegas.

TRYST

Do you NEED Bottle Service? Not at all. Depending on the size & type of group you can usually
get on the guest list. This will still require some waiting, as bottle service clients will have always have priority.

Next time you are going to Vegas- we will ensure you have the best connections & can truly Get Out of Line!
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